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A COOPERATIVE APPROACH TO A STREAM POLLUTION 
PROBLEM IN MASSACHUSETTS 

BY Ross E. McKINNEY* 

[Presented at a joint meeting of the Boston Society of .Civil Engineers and the Sanitar,Y · Section, BSCE, 
· held on December 7, 1955.] 

ONE of the major problems facing industry today is stream pol
lution. The rapid expansion of indu~try foilowing World War II has 
resulted in increased production, as well as increased quantities of 
waste waters. In many industrialized areas it has been possible to 
dispose of the liquid organic wastes into municipal sewers along with 
the domestic sewage. The combined waste~ are treated in the municipal 
sewage treatment plant before final disposal to the receiving body of 
water. This type of operation is the ideal solution to industrial waste 
dispo?al both from the industrial and municipal standpoint. Each con
tributes its share of the capital investment and the operating expenses. 
But as in any ideal solution to waste disposal problems, it can be 
abused by either or both sides failing t,o cooperate with one another. 

There.are many in.dustrial areas where adequate municipal facili
ties are not available to handle the combined sewage and industrial 
wastes. These are the ar~as where the majority of waste disposal 
problems are occurring. Normally, the liquid organic wastes from 
the. various industrial processes are run directly to a nearby receiv
ing body of water · for ultimate disposal. If the organic content of 
the wastes is small and the dilution i.n the receiving body of water is 
large, satisfactory stabilization of the organic matter can take place 
without the creation of nuisance conditions. On the other hand, if the 
organic content of the wastes is high aµd the dilution factor is small, 
tbe receiving body is unable to assimilate the organic matter without 
~reating nuisance conditions such as destruction of fish and obnoxious 
odors. The presence of nuisances of this type leads to complaints from 
abutting property owners. The complaints are usually referred to "the 
State Health Department for appropriate action. In most states the 
State Health Department is charged with stream pollution control; 
but some states have given both the State Health Department and the' 
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Fish and Wildlife Commission authority. over stream pollution de
pending on whether the problem is one primarily of health or the de
struction of fishlif e. 

Once a nuisance has been created the State Health Department's· 
first jbb is to determine the source of the problem. A brief .stream 
survey is usually· all that is necessary to asce.rtain the source of the 
wastes. The industry or industries creating the wastes are notified of 
the situation and are requested to alleviate the nuisance, It is at this 
point that. most of the misunderstandings between the state officials 
ahd the iridustry result. ·Often times the State Health Department 
issues an order that the nuisance is to be eliminated by a certain date 
and then sits back and waits for the problem to be solved. If. the 
problem has not been solved by that date, the industry usually finds 
itself facing a court order prohibiting further waste discharges. This 
can be tantamount to an order closing the plant since the industry ii; 
cannot operate without producing wastes. Some industries feel that 
wastes are a natural byproduct of operations and that disposal of 
these wastes should not be . their problem. These industries usually 
ignore the ·. State Health Department's order or make only a small 
effort to solve the problem. For the most part, these are delaying 
tactics since the industry knows that State Health Departments will 
resort to court orders only after considerable effort has been exhausted 
in finding an amiable solution. A mild e1'ort towards a solution will 
usually stall the State Health Department even longer. By playing 
the game to the hilt, the industry can postpone treatment ·of their 
wastes for many years. And by using their trump card of threatening 
to move to another area of the country, the industry can evenscare 
the politicians into conditions favorable tothe industry. Needless to 
!;,ay, both examples are extremes but both reflect the attitudes which 
have been used in stream pollution problems in various parts of the 
country. There are various shades of intermediates between. these two 
extremes; but there is only one real solution to stream pollution prob
lems and that is cooperation between industry and state. 

. When an industry moves into an area, it has something to offer 
that community. The two major benefits, increased employment and 
additional taxes,· tend to stabilize the coll)munity by competing for 
the local labor . force, bringing in additional citizens, increasing the 
total money in circulation, increasing the demand for consumer goods, 
increasing the money available for community expansion and capital 
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investments in municipal financing. In return the industry expects 
something from the community in good municipal government, ade
quate housing for employees, adequate transportati9n facilities, for 
employees and for shipping their products to markets, reasonable cost 
of living and acceptance as being· part of the co111munity. The sue-_ 
cess of the community and its industries is dependent upon .their co
operation . on an problems.' Industrial waste disposal is one . of these 
problems. It does not belong entirely 'to the industry nor entirely to 
the community, it belongs to them both. Alone, there can be no satis

. factory solution to the· problem but together there ~an be. 
An example of excellent cooperation between the State Health 

Department.and industry_ can be cited •for the stream pollution· prob
lems existing on the Chicopee River jn central Massachusetts. · The 
probiems hav.e not all been solved but the pattern for their solu,tion 
hasbeen set and there is little doubt that the nuisance conditions now 
l:>eing create.cl can be satisfactorily alleviated; . ·. . 

'fhe Chicopee River. is .forn:ied from. the .combined flow of the· 
Ware River; the. Quaboag River· and. the Swift River. The Ware 
River begins north of Barre, Massachusetts, and is joined shortly by 
the Burnshirt River which has its head waters just over the .Massa
chusetts border in southern New Hampshire. The Ware ;River meets 
the Quaboag River just south, ofThorndike, Massachusetts; and be-

·'comes the 'chicopee River. The Quaboc!,g River starts below Brook
field, Massachusetts, and flows past Warren and Palmer before meet
ing the, Chicopee River. The Swift River is. made up pdmarily of 
water released from Quabbin Reservoir and meets the Chicopee River 
at 'Three Rivers, Massachusetts. ·. The Chicopee River. flows past· Lud
low, Springfield and Chicopee before emptying into the C~nnecticut 
River .. The drainage area. of the Chicopee River covers 688 square 
miles and yields a two (2) per cent flow of 86 d.s. 1,ike most of.the 
rivers in New England, theChicopee River is dotted with dams which 

·· regulate the flow of the .river. Many of these dams were buiit by in
dtistries which, found that the rapidly' flowing Chicopee River offered 
a_ good' source of power. The Swift River and the Chicopee River fall 
from .an elevation of ,530 feet at Quabbin Reservoir. to an elevation 
of approximately 50 feet at the Connectic~t River. . . . . 

The Chkopee River broadens oµt just east of Chicopee Falls as 
a result of adamat Chicopee Falls; F'igure 1.. The islands help create 
unusual flow patterns and stagnant .areas. in the river. It was at this 
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point that nuisance conditions restilt.ed. Additional nuisance condi
tions also . resulted below the dam and along the river to its' junction 
with the Connecticut River: A survey of the Chicopee River 'an:d its . 
tributaries· by the· Massachusetts State Health Department indicated.· 
that the small fadtistries located along the upper reaches of the , 
Chicopee River were not making any significant contributions to the 
nuisance condftions ::i,dsing around Chicopee. and Chicopee Falls. The 
nuisance conditions below Chicopee Falls were found to be caused 
by domestic sew1;1,ge and industrial wastes from Chicopee and Chicopee 
Falls; This condition will be alleviated by· t,he construction of an in~ 

I RCHARO 
SEWAGE PLANT 
(J:»rimory) 

Frn. L~MAJoR·SouRcEs OF· POLLUTION ON· CHICOPEE. RIVER BFTWEEN. INDIAN ·oRcHA~D 
' . . . ' ' ' ' ·•·' ' AND CHICOPEE FALLS, ' ' • " ' ' \ ' ' ... 

tercepting sewer along the Chicopee . River and a treatment . plant 
which will discharge its effluent info the Connecticut Rivei,-. •The.nui-. 
sance· conditions above the dam at Chicopee Falls were found Jo be 
caused by ,the industrial wastes from Monsanto Chemical. and Shawipi~ 
gan Resiqs along with the ,settled domestic sewage from the Indian 

'Orchard Sewage Treatment Plant. fo the sunimer of 1948, boJh 
· Monsanto Chemical and Shawinigan Resins were notifit,id by the 
Massachusetts State Health Department that the discharge of their 
wastes into the Chicopee River was creating nuisance conditions .and 
that appropriate action should .be 'taken at the plants. 

Shawinigan Resins }s .a·. subsidiary of Shawinigan ofCanada and 
Monsanto Chemicals; but the Monsanto Chemicals plant and the Shaw,
inigan Resins plant at Springfield are operated as separate divisions. 
Shawinigan Resins produces plastics from the vinyl chain. Safety 
glass interlayer and wire insulation enamel are the primary usages 
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.of the plastics produced at this plant from the basic raw material of 
vinyl acetate. The wastes from the various processes contain short 
chain simple organic compounds resulting from the degradation of 
vinyl acetate and are almost entirely soluble .. · 

When Shawinigan Resins received notification of pollution of the 
Chicopee River in 1948, the Research Department took composite ·. 
samples of all of their waste streams .. A portion of the composite sam-' ' ~ : ' . ' . ·. . ' . . ' ' . 
ple was neutralized to pH 8.5 with lime and aerated. for two hours. 
A second portion was. neutralized to p}I 8.5 and aerated for 16 hours. 
Treated and untreated effluenfsamples were submitted to the c;hemist 
of the Springfield Sewage Treatment Plant for S~day biochemical oxy0 

gen demand (B .O.D,) analyses. The results were as follows: 

Sample 

Raw 

Neutralized, · 
2 · hours aeration 

N euti-alized, 
16 hours aeration. 

5-Day B:O,D. 

650 ppm 

190 ppm 

160 ppm 

The data .showed promise for a relatively simple chemiealtreatment 
of the wastes and was presented to the State Health Department at a 
meeting later that year. Other methods of treatment were discussed 
·ar that m~eting. The\ State Health Department officials suggested 
th~t biological treatment on trickling filters might prove satisfactory 

· and. offered the assistance of the Lawrence Experimental Station in, 
making preliminary tests, 

A. sample of wastes from the strongest waste stream was sent to 
· Lawrence and found suitable for . biological treatment. The State 

Health Department suggested that .further studies be made at · Law:~ 
reµce and that a pilot plant be built at Shawinigan based· on the ex
pected. results of the Lawrence experiments. Late in January, 1949, 

·. a 50 gallon drum of wastes from the strongest waste stream was' sent 
toLawrence where lime treatment was found to result in a 50 per cent 
RO.D. reduction. The remaining B.O.D. was readily stabilized on 

· trickling filters. In April, 1949, two 50 gallon drums of wastes from 
other waste streams were sent to Lawrence to try, on their trickling 
filter pilot plants. I The State Health Department submitted a report 
on the Lawrence studies in September, 1949. The report recom
m:ended that a trickling filter pilot plant be set up at Shawinigan 

I 
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Resins in· order to. determine operating characteristics which could ·be 
translated into · ultimate · design. Since none of the personnel· at 
Shawinigan Resins was familiar with biological treatment methods, the 

· State Health Department offered . to advise the Engineering Depart
ment on the design. and operation of the pilot plant. 

By June, 1950, the pilotplant had been designed; the expendi0 

tute approved and the materials ordered. The schematic layout of 
the· pilot plant is. shown in Figure 2 .. The translation of the plans into • 

Sewer 

FIG, 2.~SCHE11,1J\,TIC LAYOUT OF SHAWINIGAN RESINS TRICKUNG FILTER PILOT• PLANT, 

the actualpilot plant was not an easy task and it was June, 19511 
before the pilot plant was put into operation. Actually, two pilot 
plants were -built, one having 12 inch trickling filters and the other 

·. r having 24 inch filters. · . 
The trickling filters were started on do1?1estic sewage obtained 

from the Indian Orchard Sewage Treatment Plant. After 12 days 
operation considerable growth had bunt up on . the stones and the · 
filters were ready for plant wastes. The pH of the initial wastes was 
· 3 .1 and was adjusted. to 6. 7 with· lime. Ten per cent raw wastes were· 
fed with sewage at the rate of 13.3 M.G.A.:p. cm. the 12 inch filter 
an,d 7,7M.G.A.D. on the 24 inch filter. The filter growth increased 
.rapi,filY,-,~~;eJhfJ.oad was slowly raised: After 8 days operation the 
rate. of appfication was cut to 3.2 and 3.3 M,.G.A.D. loadings and 
100 per cent plant wastes were fed to the filters. As in the case"with 
most pilot plants, troubles developed and it became impossible to 
obtain wastes from the strongest waste stream. But the filters op~rc 
ated satisfactorily on the remaining wastes. Four 'days after starting 
the 100 per cent waste feeding, the rate of application to the 12 inch 
filter was raised to 7;2 M.G.A.D. 
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The filters were operated successfully over the next two months 
withan average influent B.O.'D. of 450 ppm and average effluent 

· of 250 ppm on the pritnaryfilter and 170 ppm on the secondary filter. 
' ' ' 

'The • Jnajor problem· encountered was the ·tremendous. quantity of. 
algae and fungi which overgrew the pilot plant and created analmost 
contin'u~us maintenance program to keep the filtersfree and in proper 
operation. Anaerobic conditions set in during the summer ~nd ob~ 
noxious odors were present. In September, 1951, a portion of the 
strong' wastes .,was added to the filter. After a month's qperation 
cold weather set in and the filters froze. 

Based on the data that was obtained on the filters and on strength 
· of the ra~ wastes, .it appeared .that loading the filter at an organic 
.load of 0.62 pounds B,O;D. per cu. yd. stone per day and a hydraulic · 
load of 3.2 M.G.A.D. would reduce the strength of the wastes 60 per 

· cent. Shawinigan Resins personnel did not think that this reduction 
would be adequate and. focused · attention on a preliminary chemical 
treatment followed by trickling filters. · · 

· Since composite samples of the plant wastes indicated that the 
wastes entering the Chicopee Riv.er contained 9,000 pounds 5•day 
B.O.D. daily, a study· was made t9 ascertain the source of all of the 
Wastes, theii: volume and their strength. It was found that the wastes 

• · contained ethyl · acetate, ethyl alcohol, acetic · acid, formaldehyde, 
· butyraldehyde, · ammonium hydroxide and sulfuric acid. The enormity 
of this task was such that it was September, 1952, before the filters 
were started again. They were acclimated in the same manner as be

. fore. While the filters were being acclimated, aeration studies were 
carried out on the· strongest wastes, still house wastes, to determine 
if the volatile compounds could be stripped -out easily. It was found 

· approximately 32 per cent of the 5-day B.0.D. of the "B" still wastes 
could be removed by aeration and that an over-al1 1 efficiency of 89.6 · 
per cent removal was possible by combined aeration andfiltration. 

The pilot plant had not• operated on composite samples of the 
entire plant wastes and efforts were made to obtain continuous sam
ples of all the· waste streams during the .summer of 1953. The add 
.content of the wastes rapidly corroded pipes and pumps while slime 

-growths tended to clog them. It was never possible· to obtain proper 
samples and after considerable frustration: the pilot plant was aban-. 
doned. 

In the spring_ of 1954, Shawinigan Resins decided to hire Rolf 
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Eliassen Associates as biological consultants to determine the most . 
economicaltreatment fqr their wastes. Studies conducted during the 
summe.r of 1954, showed that the wastes contained approximately 
1090 ppm 5~day B.O.D., approximately the same organic concentra
tion as in 19 51. The total organic content as measured by the chemi
cal oxygen demand test (C.O.D.) averaged 1910 ppm. The wastes 
contained ample nitrogen but were deficient entirely in phosphqrus · 
since the sanitary sewage was diverted to the Indian .Orchard Sewage 
Treatment Plant. The pH of the wastes ranged from 2,5 'to 4.2. 
Treatment of the raw wastes by plain aeration· or by lime as used . 
in the earlier studies resulted in only slight B.O.D. reductions.. 1 

, 

Laboratory activated sludge units were used to study aernb.ic 
treatment of the wastes: A two stage aeration unit with a 30 hour 
aeration period was able to give better than 90 per cent B.O.D. res 
duction .. The system ~as extremel:y stable to overloading, ·· showing 
decreased efficiency at 100 per cent, shock overload but rapidly recov~ 
ering if the high loading persisted or if it were reduced. The mixed 
liquor suspended solids were maintained at approximately 1500 ppm 
in the first unit and approximfl,tely 4000 ppm in the second unit. A 
batch~fed activated sludge u:nit operated on a 24. hour cycle, 23 hours 
aeration and one hour's seUling, using 1: 1 diluted wast.es produc~d 
an effluent under 40' ppm B.O.D. with 6400 ppm mixed liquor solids. · 
· Wasting one~thir.d of the mixed liquor suspended solids daily to simu~. · 
late high~rate activated sludge dropped the mixed liquor suspended 
solids to an equilibrium of 450 ppm at the start of the aeration 
period. Theefficiency of B.O.D. removal dropped. from 97 per cent 
to 80 per cent. These experiments showed that activated sludge 
treatment of the wastes should be able to produce an effluent of 
50 ppm B.O.D. for ultimate disposal in the Chicopee River. 

Anaerobic digestion studies were carried out on the. sludge pro~ ' 
duced in the aeration studies. The ·excess activated sludge was readily 
digested at 37° C in a batch-fed digester with a 10 day retention 
period. Digestion of the raw process wastes was tried and found ·quite 
successful with a 10 day retention period. The gas yield at this load
ing was almost equal to theoretical. Efforts to shorten the retention 
period to more practical limits resulted in loss of activity in the di~ 
gester. 

While the laboratory studies were primarily carried out on ac
tivated sludge systems, the results indicated that either of the two 
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-<:Ommon .aerobic treatment systems,>activated sludge or trickling Jil,:. 
ters would be satisfactory~ Costanalyses showed that a capital invest" 
ment or between $600,000 , and. $1,000;000 would be necessary for 
either system.·. The .. large · quantity of recirculation. required on the 
trickling filters tended to offset the cost of the aeration equipment in 
the, activated. sludge system. · 
. fo,Odober, l 954, a meeting was held at thr Massachusetts State·. 
Health Department in Boston to present the work to .date a,,nd to plot 
future action. Emphasis was placed on trickling filters rather than . 

· activated · sludge as the best method . f qr biological. treatment. since the 
niters required lower maintenance and absorbed shock loads more 

. readily. It was suggested that trickling '.filter pilot plaht studi.es be 
made to confirm . t4e suggested design criteria. It was also suggested 
that. Shawinigan R~sins make a reevaluation .of aU their processes to. 
determine. if it were not possible to reduce the total waste. discharge; 
'IJ1e State. Health Department undertook .·the. task of making stream 
sun,eys on the Chicopee River to determine the. rel~tive share of pols 
lution caused by Shawinigan, Resins ,and · to determine the river's 
capacity f,or absorbing organic matter. 

Examination of the chemical processes by Shawh1igan Resins 
failed to show where. waste reductions could be made more economi
cally than by biologkal metho.ds. Plant 'expansion during the year 
actually resulted in stronger wastes .and prevented th.e Engineering 

· , :Pivision from setting the Shawinigan Resins trkkHng filter pilot plant 
in operation. Instead, Rolf Eliassen Asso\:iates was retained to make 
t.he fi,lter study. Two fi]ter.s were studied,onewith 2 to 3\ inch stone 
hledia an.· d'one with tile media. The filters were tw.o stag.e filters with. 

·i ' ' . _:-· . .- '. ''j 

intermediate a,,nd final sedimentation. Each stage ··wa,,s. three feeJ deep; 
Recirculation of final effluent was used to .reduce the organic con
ceiltration on the first stage. Both filters were designed fora hydrau~ 
licloading of 20 M.G.A.D. and an organic lofLcling of 2 pounds 
B:O:D. per cubi.c yard filter media;· Initial wa,,ste samples indicated 
a relatively ll'lrge increase in the strength 9f the wastes. In order to 
get a11 accurate sample of wastes, Shawinigan .Resins personnel made 
a 1000 gallon composhe of all of their plant.wastes over a week's op
eration., Analyses of this composite showed 2030 ppm 5-day B.O.D., 

3160 ppm C.O.D., 140 ppm 'total ,nitrogen and pH 2.4. It appeared 
that the B.O.D. of the wastes had doubled in a year's operation. 

Qptimum ~fficiency for the :6.lters resulted p,t 98 pet cent for the 
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tile filter. and 96 pei cent for the ~ock filter at a raw waste foading 
of l.4 pounds B.O,D. per cu. yd. filter media. A 18: 1 recirculation 
ratio was required. . Efforts to raise the · loading on the filters were 
fairly sticcessfuL The rock filter gave 94 per cent efficiency a.t LS 
pounds B.O.D; per cu. yd, with 9.5 :1 recirculation ratio a11d dropped 
only to 78 per 9ent at 3.9 pounds B.O.D. per cu. yd. The tile filter 
operated aL98 per, cent efficiency at 3.9 pounds B.O.D. per cu. yd. 
with a· 10: 1 recirculation _ratio and dropped only to 90 per cent at . 
5.0 pounds B.O.D. per cu. yd. Although the efficiency of operation 
washigh at these loadings, septic conditions resulted in the filters and 
H2S was noticeable. The demand for oxygen far exceeded the filter's 
ability to supply iL H appears that 11uisance odors will be the pri
mary limiter for·filter loadings.· 

When it became obvious that the trickling filters would be larger . 
than originally estimated, a modified activated shidge system was set 
up to overcome the objections of high m_aintenance and shock load~ 
ings .. The system. was 9esigned to operate on the principle . ('en- · 
dogenous metabolism", i.e. complete oxidation of the :wastes aercibical~ 
ly. Equilibrium was reached at a mixed liquor suspended solids con
centration of· 17,500 ppm with a 90 hour_s aeration period and an oxy~ 
gen uptake rate of only 18 mg. per liter per hour. The effluent B.O.D. 
was estimated at 2 0. ppm. Optimum· operation occurred . during growth 
of fresh solids rather than· during· endogenous metabolism. The mixed 
,liquor suspended solids were 22,800 ppm and inci-easingrapidly with • 
two-thirds of the B.O.D. going into fresh solids. An effluent RO.D .. 
of $8 ppm was prnduced in 21 hours aeration and the oxygen uptake 
rate of the sludge was only 36 mg per liter per hour. Translating the 
pilot plant . data into. design criteria and making cost estimates of 
the high rate trkkli,ng filter and the modified activated sludge ~ystem 
resulted in the following figures: · 

High rate trickl~ng filters $1,500,,000 
Modified activate.d sludge $ 400,0Q0 

In August, 1955, .State Health Department personnel began' the 
survey of the Chicopee River. Just as the study· was getting under 
way, floods washed the. survey out. A second flood in October pre
vented a further attempt this yeai;. Even though it was not possible 
to make the sutvey as planned, it was possible to make a reasonable 
estimate. as to the river's ability to assimilate organic malte~. Ex-
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amination of U. S. Geological StJ.rvey records shows that the .flow of 
the Chicopee River is controlled by a power dam a short distance 
above the Monsanto Chemicals Plant. During periods of low flow 
the- dam is closed from midnight to six a.m. on weekdays and all day 
Sunday. Jn spite of this 30 to 100 cfs manage to pass .. Atsix a.m.. 
the dam is opened and the flow is adjusted to the power. de~ands. The 

· dam at Chicopee Falls below the industrial plants in question tends, 
to absorb· the. flow variations by backing the ·river up.· It.is obvious· 
that the wastes will flow rapidly down to the dam at··Chicopee .·Fa:Us 
since the. river drops SO feet i.n about four miles between· the two . 
dams. The dam prevents rapid discharge of the river and it is here ·. o · 

that the critical oxygen conditions result. While the exact amount 
of . organic maUer which. can be assimilated · by the . Chicopee River 
below Shawinigan Resins has not been determined, the nature of the 
river prevents adsorption of much organic matter. The critical por-
tion of the river lies in a quiescent· zone where there is little chance 
for 'reaeration. ·· .. 

· The pollution problem on the Chicopee River has not. been solved 
at this time but a start to its solutio:q. has been made. The two in
dustde5 primarily responsible for the pollution problem have recog
nized the problem and by a cooperative effort with their own. consult
ants· and the Massachusetts State Health Department have made an 
effort to alleviate the situation. It has not been an easy problem and 
there have been many false solutions, . It has taken seyen years to 
find a satisfactory method for treating the wastes from Shawinigan 
Resins, for an entire new field had to be learned. Old concepts had to· 
be discarded arid new ones found. The lessons learned from this ex
ample of cooperation between industry and state off er the re1:1l solu
tion to stre.am · pollution problems. 
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